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Scythe
Proceedings and Bulletin of the 
International Data Farming 
Community
It is appropriate that the publication 
supporting the International Data 
Farming Workshop is named after a 
farming implement. In farming, a 
scythe is used to clear and harvest. 
We hope that the “Scythe” will 
perform a similar role for our data 
farming community by being a tool 
to help prepare for our data farming 
efforts and harvest the results. 
Content is provided primarily by 
workshop participants. The Scythe 
is available on-line at 
www.datafarming.org.   Please 
contact the editors for paper copies.
Articles, ideas for articles and 





International What-if? Workshop 27
"Data Farming a Network of 
Modeling Communities"
International Data Farming Community
Overview
The International Data Farming Community is a 
consortium of researchers interested in the study of 
Data Farming, its methodologies, applications, 
tools, and evolution.
The primary venue for the Community is the 
biannual Workshops, where researchers participate 
in team-oriented model development, 
experimental design, and analysis using high 
performance computing resources... that is, Data 
Farming. 
Scythe, Proceedings and Bulletin of the 
International Data Farming Community, Issue 15, 
Workshop 27 Publication date: May 2014  
International What-if? Workshop 27
This event was the 27th in a series of workshops where we have focused on gaining insights into our what-if? 
questions through data farming.  This event also contained the third meeting of the NATO Modeling and Simulation 
Task Group "Developing Actionable Data Farming Decision Support for NATO." This Task Group has been 
designated MSG-124 and is applying the work from the recently completed MSG-088 Task Group that documented 
the data farming process.
International What-if? Workshop (IWW) 27 was held from January 26 through 31, 2014. Five teams worked in 
two locations in Finland, Helsinki and Tarttila. Four of the teams worked at the primary location at the Finnish 
National Defense University in Helsinki (pictured below) and one at the Päivölä Institute in Tarttila (pictured on 
page 11). They all had the goal during the week to use data farming methods to explore questions in their teams. 
These teams were Cyber Defence, Operational Defence Planning, Humanitarian Assistance Modeling, Hierarchic 
use of Data Farming, and Testing the MSG-088 Data Farming Process with the Sandis Software.
I would like to express our thanks to the team leaders, the plenary speakers, and all of the participants in IWW 
27! And, of course, a large thank you to the Finnish Defence University for hosting the workshop and all of the Finns 
who made the workshop possible, especially Niina Nissinen and Jukka Korhonen. This issue, our fifteenth, of the 
Scythe contains a summary of each team effort.  And I would like to offer special thanks to Ted Meyer for putting 
together this publication.
Looking ahead, you are invited to the 28th in the series of workshops where we will focus on gaining insights 
into our questions through data farming to be held in October 2014 near Washington, DC as shown on the inside 
back cover of this publication. Also an invitation and more details regarding IWW 28 can be found at 
www.datafarming.org. We hope to see you there!
! Gary Horne
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The purpose of this MSG-124 syndicate is to support NATO 
and the nations, using data farming in developing a 
defensible process for exploring the benefits and detriments 
of various cyber technologies and courses of action. This 
workshop represented the third installment for the cyber 
team, starting with International What-if?  Workshop (IWW) 
26  (June 2013) in Washington, DC, followed by the MSG-124 
meeting in Turkey (September 2013).
The first workshop provided a  general overview of the 
needs of the NATO Allied Command Transformation (ACT) 
and allowed various subject matter experts (SMEs) to express 
their interests and concerns regarding a quantitative modeling 
and simulation framework to assess cyber technologies and 
courses of actions under a variety of realistic scenarios.
The second meeting offered the opportunity to extend the 
model, particularly in terms of the ability to capture more 
fully the cyber attacker vs network administrator dynamics 
thanks to support from officers of the Turkish military that 
had extensive experience on administering information 
technology networks and managing cyber threats.
This publication describes work we have conducted 
through International IWW 27 in Helsinki, Finland in January 
2014.
Development of a Cyber M&S Framework
The authors conducted a review of the existing modeling 
and simulation frameworks that may provide a basis for 
conducting rigorous quantitative assessments of various 
technology and non-materiel solutions in a variety of 
scenarios. This search yielded no open-source and very few 
frameworks that addressed even portions of the 
requirements. Of primary importance were the need to be 
able to execute the model automatically in batch mode (this 
primarily translates to being able to execute the model 
without a graphical user interface), be able to modify the 
behavior of the attackers and the system administrators, be 
able to generate representative network architectures, control 
the performance of various sensors (e.g., malware, netflow, 
intrusion detection), be open-source and freely distributable. 
Additionally, the simulation must be computationally 
efficient, allowing for the execution of years of simulation in 
seconds or at most minutes.
The primary issue is that the majority of the frameworks 
identified were developed for training and testing purposes. 
This renders them difficult to adapt to the needs of this group, 
as the behaviors which are assigned to the user must be 
automated. In addition, none of the frameworks were open-
source software and very few had an Application Program 
Interface (API), making it extremely difficult to integrate 
custom algorithms and behaviors to the base framework.
The authors identified the following software as the 
closest alternatives to a custom M&S framework for cyber:
• CyberCIEGE: A training framework for IT managers 
developed by the Naval Postgraduate School and 
Rivermind, Inc. Offers promising concepts, but it is 
primarily meant to train managers on resource 
allocation and procedures to minimize the risks of 
cyber threats and the negative impact on users’ 
productivity. [Irvine 2005]
• Sypris Cyber Range: a cyber-security training 
framework, which allows trainees and users to explore 
various alternatives in a virtualized environment.
• IBM Security Framework: a real-time analysis 
framework to manage large enterprise networks.
• Cyber Analysis Modeling Evaluation for Operations 
(CAMEO): An M&S framework to assess the 
vulnerabilities of a network and courses of action to 
mitigate the risks posed by these. CAMEO offers the 
closest capability to what is required by the team, but 
its proprietary nature and unclear difficulty in 
extending mitigates the applicability. [Hassell 2012]
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The primary insight obtained from the review of 
available software is that the abstractions used were at a low 
level. Most of these simulations still addressed the behaviors 
at low levels of the network, e.g., modeling specific types of 
servers, services, ports, protocols, etc. There were no models 
identified that abstracted these notions to higher levels of 
abstraction while maintaining the same concepts. 
CyberCIEGE and CAMEO provided the closest capabilities 
but the inability of extending the frameworks, and in the case 
of CAMEO, its cost, led the researchers to pursue the 
development of a new framework.
The low levels of abstraction used are indicative of the 
complexity and lack of understanding of the importance of 
the different elements that would comprise a  complex 
modeling and simulation framework. When systems are 
poorly understood, the inherent desire is to model as much as 
possible in as much detail  as possible, but this generally 
proves fruitless as the complexity of the simulation 
approaches (or even exceeds) reality, leading to an inordinate 
level of effort to define and execute the analyses. What is 
needed is a better  understanding of the primary elements that 
drive the behaviors of the overall system, including the 
network, the attackers, and the system administrators.
A series of papers on the subject were identified and 
reviewed to educate the process of developing a new cyber 
security analysis modeling and simulation framework. For 
reasons of succinctness they will not be fully reviewed in this 
paper. Of primary value is the work of authors listed below:
• Cohen, F [Cohen 1999]: includes a thorough overview 
of the state of the art in the late 90s, and highlights the 
difficulty in modeling a multidisciplinary system like 
the one required
• Kotenko, I. [Kotenko 2005]: an agent-based simulation 
that focuses on the dynamics between the malefactors 
(cyber attackers) and the defense system. Remains at a 
low level, i.e., packet level, but provides insightful 
concepts for modeling the actors and a  list of tools that 
are integrated into the framework.
• de Souza, G. [de Souza 2006]: provides a powerful 
concept for modeling the cyber attackers.
• Tidwell, T. [Tidwell 2001]: provides a series of 
abstractions for modeling networks, attacks and 
detection systems.
The literature review did not yield a complete framework 
on which to base the M&S framework required, but it offered 
pieces of insight and concepts that could be integrated into the 
required analysis tool.
One of the primary needs for developing a valuable M&S 
framework is to identify the metrics of interest. It is critical 
when defining metrics to rely on well-established concepts 
that are accepted by the community of users and experts. 
Defining new metrics can lead to a de facto disregard of the 
framework, and because the metrics establish the basic 
capability of the M&S framework, their misidentification can 
undercut the entire program. For this work, the 
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) paradigm 
offers a clear guideline for the metrics that must be produced 
by the M&S framework. The confidentiality and integrity of 
the data must be balanced with the availability of the system. 
A highly secure system can be established if its availability is 
constrained to the point that it is not useful. The three 
concepts in the CIA paradigm are defined below and are 
represented by their first letter in Figure 1.
• Confidentiality (C): the ability to grant access to 
authorized users and deny access to unauthorized 
users.
• Integrity (I): the ability to guarantee that some 
information or message hasn’t been manipulated.
• Availability (A): the ability to access information or 
use services at any moment we demand it, with 
appropriate performance.
The first two concepts are concerned with protecting the 
information, while the third ensures that the systems provide 
the necessary services for the users. These two key concepts 
form the basis for the metrics of the model. These two 
concepts must be traded off, as maximizing confidentiality 
and integrity negatively impacts availability. To illustrate this 
concept, one can think of an extremely secure system where 
the information is so protected, locked down to such a degree, 
that its availability is extremely limited, as in only a few users 
can physically access it, and only after extensive efforts and 
commitment of time.
The CIA paradigm is nonetheless highly abstract and for 
the purposes of this paper just serves as a means to classify 
the types of goals for maintaining a  secure network. The 
authors recognize that the focus on effects rather than causes 
makes the CIA paradigm not scientific for  purposes of 




Figure 1. Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability Information 
Security Paradigm. (based on [Canal 2005])
The CIA paradigm not only helps us categorize the 
metrics by which we can evaluate the information security of 
an organization, but it also creates a categorization for the 
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elements of that network’s organization, namely the 
hardware, software and communications systems.
The Model
As shown in Figure 2, the model was developed using 
NetLogo [Wilesky 1999] due to its low learning curve, 
support of agent-based modeling, and because it is actively 
supported and is open source. With NetLogo the team was 
confident they could produce an extensible framework to 
prototype complex behaviors. If the concepts developed and 
tested proved of interest to a full-fledged enterprise 
simulation the authors can then transition them to a more 
efficient modeling and simulation paradigm and framework. 
The remainder of the paper will describe the elements of the 
model as they are after the conclusion of IWW27.
Figure 2. Screen capture of the NetLogo Model.
The model is composed of four main elements (i.e., 
groups of agents): the network, the cyber attackers, the system 
administrators and data. The following paragraphs describe 
each of these and their associated behaviors in more detail.
The network is composed of three primary elements, 
routers/switches, servers and subnets with terminals. All the 
networks have systems in the demilitarized zone (DMZ), with 
at least one router which serves as the portal to the wide area 
network, and a user-specified number of servers. The final 
element is the sensors to detect the cyber-attacks. The sensor 
model is general and does not differentiate between the 
different types of cyber-attack sensors, e.g., NetFlow, 
honeypots, Samhain. The sensors are associated with the other 
elements of the network and can detect attacks based on their 
probability of detection.
The routers/switches element connects the elements of 
the network, and even though firewalls are not modeled 
explicitly, when attackers attempt to penetrate the network, 
they must be able to exploit a vulnerability before they can 
compromise other parts of the network.
The network generation algorithm currently creates a 
bus, tree, star, ring, fully connected, mesh or line networks. 
Bus networks were deemed the most representative for  the 
applications of interest by the groups of subject-matter experts 
(SMEs) consulted. The network is currently generated by 
creating the world facing router first, and then sequentially 
adding routers for each subnet specified in series and finally 
the servers are randomly associated with the routers except 
for the number of routers that are placed in the Demilitarized 
Zone (DMZ). The user can also specify a custom network 
using a Comma Separated Values (CSV) input file.
There are multitudes of ways that the actions of cyber 
attackers can be modeled. The key concept is to do so in the 
simplest manner possible while still  capturing the primary 
behaviors and traits. A model developed by de Souza et al. 
provides a  series of tasks that hackers follow and all their 
potential sequences. Figure 3Error! Reference source not 
found. reproduces the task model [de Souza 2006], where the 
blocks represent the tasks hackers perform and the arrows the 
transitions. For the model, each hacker follows a different 
strategy by having different probabilities for transitioning 
between states. A multitude of cyber-attack models were 
reviewed, including the Hacker Attack Representation Model 
(HARM) by Karpati et al. [Karpati 2013], generic attack 
graphs, e.g. [Eom 2008], and agent-based models, e.g. 
[Kotenko 2005], and other procedural models, e.g. [Tidwell 
2001]. The main drawback of these approaches for this 
particular application is the level of detail and complexity 
required to represent cyber-attacks. The de Souza et al. model 
provides a simple framework on which more complex 
representations for cyber attackers’  activities can be modeled. 
This procedure aligns with the underlying methodology of 
modeling by which you start with the simplest model 










Figure 3. Attacker Task Model (based on [de Souza 2006]).
The system administrator is currently modeled using a 
simple algorithm using the shutdown thresholds specified 
and the alarms communicated by the sensors. The system 
administrator monitors the sensor alarms and either shuts 
down affected subnets, or the entire network depending on 
the number of alarms and the threshold parameters (i.e., shut-
down-threshold and shut-subnet-threshold).
The following example illustrates the activity of the 
system administrator (SA). The SA monitors a network of 4 
subnets with a total of 5  sensors, with a shut-subnet-down 
threshold of 18% and a shut-down-threshold of 28%. As an 
attack is detected, the sensors will trigger an alarm. If one 
sensor issues an alarm, that represents 20% of the sensors, 
which will force the SA to shut down the affected subnets. If 
two sensors issue an alarm, that will trigger a total network 
shutdown as that represents 40% of the network.
The logic of the SA is simple, but provides a first iteration 
for the logic that a reactive administrator may follow. It could 
clearly be improved if the sensors were specialized and the 
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risk of the different activities that the specialized sensors 
could detect was defined which would produce more accurate 
reactions. Ideally, sensor fusion algorithms could be 
evaluated, potentially defining requirements for data fusion 
algorithms, such as accuracy, false positive and negative rates, 
etc.
The final element, the data, is composed of two types of 
agents: (1) the operationally valuable data  (e.g., mission plans, 
asset capabilities) and (2) the data that can help compromise 
other systems in the network (e.g., password hashes, 
configuration settings). The first is modeled by determining a 
confidentiality value for the data, the second is modeled by 
assigning systems in the network that can be compromised if 
the attacker gained control of the data. Data is contained in 
servers or inside terminals in subnets. So as attackers 
compromise these physical systems, they can gain access to 
the data they contain. The simulation allows for the control of 
where the data is stored and how much of it is replicated 
within the network. This procedure can allow decision makers 
setting policies to study the impact of the various data 
replication policies on maintaining confidentiality and 
availability.
The data is contained in systems using the links, that 
allows for data to be dynamically moved, added, or removed 
by reallocating, adding or removing links, without the need to 
track in lists of agents of who has which data. Similarly, which 
systems are compromised by which data is also contained in 
compromises links, which can be similarly modified, added, 
and removed to represent changes in configuration, updates 
in passwords, etc.
Figure 4. Screen capture of the simulation in progress.
The simulation can be executed in batch-mode, if for 
example the user desires to execute an experimental design, or 
it can be executed through the graphical user interface (GUI) 
as shown in Figure 4. The GUI offers three main components:
A depiction of the agents in a mock 2D space (upper left 
side), with the networks spread out from their points of 
origin, the attackers initially laid out at the periphery of the 
map, and the data files clustered based on their containment 
and compromising connections.
A set of time domain charts that depict over time how 
the various metrics and attackers’ successful actions are 
developing (on the bottom of the GUI).
And a set of controls, primarily using slide bars, to allow 
the user to set some of the simulation’s parameters. Some of 
these parameters are using during the setup of the 
simulation, and others are dynamically used by the 
simulation. The latter allows the user to change them in real 
time to explore the behavior of the model interactively. It is 
important to note though, that this model was primarily 
intended as a tool to evaluate a large number of possible 
scenarios in an automated fashion, therefore the user-in-the-
loop have not been prioritized throughout its development.
The agent-based modeling paradigm, using NetLogo in 
particular, is suitable for exploratory studies such as this one, 
but it is not the most computationally efficient approach to 
analyzing systems such as these. Discrete Event Simulation 
provides a more efficient approach to analyzing such 
networks, but it requires a more rigid modeling approach and 
is more difficult to adapt. If the model was to be translated 
into a discrete event simulation form, it could leverage the 
lessons learnt from the development of the agent-based 
model, such as the method for modeling the cyber-attackers, 
the generation of the network, the processes the attackers use 
to attack the network, etc.
Uses for the Model
The primary usage of the model is envisioned to be for 
setting policies and acquisition strategies for materiel 
solutions to protect a network. Nonetheless, this use is 
recognized to be only the initial step in helping NATO and 
the nations in being able to make better, more informed 
decisions related to cyber questions. Additional uses are 
listed below to illustrate the potential for a model such as the 
one described above.
• Explore how good intrusion sensors must be, how 
many there should be, and where should they be 
placed on a network in order to improve the 
confidentiality of the data. This exploration can be 
done using uncertain vulnerabilities and attacker 
strategies and knowledge to ensure the solution(s) 
identified are robust.
• Evaluate required accuracy of cyber detection sensors 
with policies for sharing data between NATO centers. 
For example, if system administrators in different 
locations can share data, how often, and to what 
degree can they counter or mitigate a coordinated 
attack?
• Identify policies and procedures that maximize 
confidentiality and integrity of the data in the 
network, while ensuring high levels of availability to 
the users. This work can be done with a  specific 
network and set of sensors and uncertain values for 
the number of vulnerabilities and strategies of the 
attackers. The goal being to identify robust solutions 
that are insensitive, or minimize the sensitivity to the 
parameters that are beyond the control of the system 
administrators.
• Extend the model to explore the strategies that are 
most successful when proactively engaging an 
opponent using cyber means, potentially coupled with 
other domains of warfare.
These examples represent a  partial list of potential uses 
for a  model such as this one. The authors are intent in 
continuing the development of the framework using open 
standards to allow the community of interest to contribute 
and extend it.
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CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes the process by which a modeling and 
simulation framework has been initially developed to 
explore the materiel and non-materiel solutions to the cyber-
threat problem.
The authors described how the search for existing 
solutions yielded valuable concepts and ideas but no readily 
available framework. This fact led the authors to develop their 
own framework using open-source standards. The paper 
briefly describes the elements in the simulation framework 
and concluded with a list of potential uses for a model such as 
this one.
The framework is developing using the agent-based 
simulation paradigm to maximize extensibility. Specifically 
the users selected NetLogo due to its ease of use and open-
source nature. Nonetheless, the authors recognize that while 
NetLogo offers a highly capable and easy to use framework 
for prototyping and initial development, a different 
framework would have to be used for a deployed capability.
The simulation is composed of four groups of agents: the 
network, the system administrators, the attackers and the 
data. The interfaces between the agents are defined in such a 
way as to minimize the impact of changing one on the other.
The current capabilities of the model allow users to 
explore impact of various policies, technologies, network 
topologies and noise parameters (e.g., number of 
vulnerabilities) on the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of the data in the network. The framework can be 
extended to accommodate aggregate metrics based on these, 
or modified to capture new ones.
The goal of the project is to continue developing the 
model, maintaining a high level of abstraction, to ensure ease 
of use, efficient execution, maximizing the potential for 
exploring a large set of potential solutions. The team hopes to 
attract the interest of more NATO members and share their 
lessons learned and tools with the community. Future 
workshops will focus on refinements to the model and data 
farming the model to demonstrate the practical value of data 
farming to answer cyber security questions that are pertinent 
to NATO and its member nations.
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Introduction
The NATO Modelling and Simulation 
Task Group MSG-124 Developing 
Actionable Data Farming Decision 
Support for NATO core objective is to 
apply data farming capabilities 
within NATO, PfP, and contact 
countries and agencies that could 
contribute to the development of 
improved decision support to NATO 
forces. 
The main objective of syndicate 
Operational Defence Planning is to 
apply the Data Farming concept in 
order to provide NATO with 
actionable Data Farming capabilities in 
Operational Defence Planning context 
related questions and to improve 
simulation based decision support.
Within this framework we will 
develop a multi criteria decision 
support tool with which a decision 
maker can plan on how to use his 
resources in military operations. 
Hereby, data farming shall be 
conducted in a decision making mode. 
Scenario Discussion
A new scenario for Bogaland 
A virtual country Bogaland, which is geographically located 
around southeastern Sweden (see Figure 1), is threatened by 
its northern neighbor country Northland.
Bogaland is expecting the following threat scenario after 
a Pre-War phase:
1. An air strike attack phase on airports and major air 
defence units to gain air supremacy.
2. A transport phase followed by a land attack phase, 
where troops are brought into Bogaland and attack 
Bogaland's forces.
The goal of this study is to provide decision support on 
building Operational Defence plans which enable Bogaland to 
robustly resist those kinds of attacks from Northland under 
given constraints.
After a time of increased tension between Northland and 
Bogaland, war breaks out. The purpose of the first part of the 
war is to deny BFOR involvement in what is considered to be 
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Figure 1 – Regional overview.
Northland internal affairs. The war is preceded by a number 
of incidents (sabotage, harassment, etc.).
The war starts with an air strike phase. The Northland 
operational goal is to achieve air supremacy. This is tactically 
done by making the airbases and the air defence units 
useless/destroying them.
When air supremacy is achieved, airborne forces are 
moved during a transport phase. These forces assault a 
number of airports to be used for transporting supporting 
forces in the ensuing land attack phase.
In the land attack phase the bulk of the Northland army 
units attack their operational target areas. 
An example of Northland actions during the phases is 
visualized in Figure 2 to Figure 4.
Question Base
The main question in the context of Operational Defence 
Planning for the new Bogaland scenario is:
How to best use what we have?1
This question can be further detailed by the following sub-
questions:
1. Where do we position (incl. quantity & type & new 
TTPs) our units (army & air force) to resist an attack?
2. What range, type, quantity, position, and other 
properties (& TTPs) need our anti-aircraft units have to 
resist initial bombing (air strikes & cruise missiles)?
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1 NATO’s quick reaction forces included.
Figure 2: Air strike phase. Figure 3: Transport phase.
Figure 4: Land attack phase.
3. What is the readiness the units must have to be able to 
operate when an attack is coming?
4. Which alternative overall configuration is most effective 
(given available constraints)?
Definition of input parameters
To answer the above questions, the input parameters have to 
be defined and will be varied for each simulation run during 
a data farming experiment. For each parameter the possible 
values and ranges have been defined. Table 1 shows the list 
of the input parameters for all 3 phases of blue and red 
forces.
During the next meeting an appropriate design of 
experiment will be created to manage all input parameters.
Measures of Effectiveness
To measure the performance of each simulation run, 
measures of effectiveness (MOEs) have to be defined. These 
can be either direct simulation outputs (e.g., the number of 
blue casualties) or aggregated values that are computed out 
of several different simulation output (e.g., the red vs. blue 
casualty rate).
As with the input parameters, the different phases in of 
the scenario require different MOEs to measure the success of 
each phase. Table 2 shows a definition of possible MOEs to be 
measured.
Air strike phase Transport phase Land phase
• Number of blue 




• Number of blue air 
defense systems 
which are disabled
• Number of intact 
red aircrafts
• Time till Phase end
• Number of airports 
and sea ports under 
control (this is a 
measure of degree) 
and not usable 
anymore




• Number of resistant 
blue forces at the 
air- and sea-ports
• Time till Phase end














- 4 Airports to 
prevent BFOR 
coming in
• Number of resistant 
blue forces
• Number of 
remaining red 
forces
• Time till Phase end 
(no friendly or 
enemy forces exist 
or 7 days are over)
Table 2: Measures of Effectiveness.





Aircraft positioning NATO F16 Sea Carrier
Aircraft readiness level for JAS [0;100]
Aircraft delay time for JAS [0;60]
Aircraft delay time for NATO F16 [0;200]
Aircraft types [0;100]
Aircraft ammunition for JAS/F16
Total number of ammunition in airports [100;1000]
Patriot-Batteries [0;8]





Cruise Missiles burst size [1;20]
Cruise Missiles burst delay [0;300]








Battalion starting position distributions [(x1,..x9)]
Battalion types [(x,y,z)]
Red Forces
Airborne Battalions [0;8] 
Starting time of the transport phase [0; 710]
number of transport planes (Il76) [30;120]
Land attack phase
 Blue Forces
Battalions / distribution->Transport 
PhasePhase  
Blue battalion tactics:  
o keep reserve?  
o keep Stockholm / defeat at central line  





Battalion starting position distribution  
Table 1: Input parameters for all 3 phase.
Scenario Implementation
It was decided to use two simulation models; PAXSEM from 
Airbus Defence & Space and ITSimBw from Fraunhofer 
Institute IAIS.
As PAXSEM is a physically based 3D agent based 
simulation model, it can be ideally used for the air strike 
phase as well as the air battle part of the transport phase. 
Here, the combat between Bogaland and Northland can be 
modelled as a platform to platform single entity combat 
model.
On the other hand the ground battle part of the transport 
phase and the entire land attack phase has to be modelled on 
an aggregated level, where a battalion is the smallest unit that 
is simulated. In this case, the capability-based planning 
approach of ITSimBw can be ideally used to model these 
phases.
Besides an abstract modelling of the tactical behavior of 
aggregated battalion units, the most challenging part is the 
modelling of a realistic attrition of aggregated battalion units. 
Investigations have shown that the widely used Lancaster 
models and its modified versions do not perform well to 
model modern warfare as they lack realistic attrition 
coefficients to represent different force types and their 
capabilities.
The Finish delegation suggested using a freely available 
Excel-based force ration calculator (see Figure 5) that was 
developed by the U.S. Army Command & General  Staff 
College at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas [1].
Figure 5: Excel-based force ration calculator.
In addition to the battalion level attrition model, the force 
calculator comes up with a large list of predefined blue and 
red battalion types, including different attack types and their 
effectiveness (e.g., hasty vs. deliberate attack).
Unfortunately this model doesn’t cope with any time 
data, so there is no information about the combat time. As a 
rough estimation it was decided to assume, that the winning 
battalion has an attrition of about 1% per hour. Based on this 
assumption, the complete combat time shall be calculated.
Summary & Way Ahead
Good progress was achieved during the meeting. Due to the 
already defined scenario, the German delegation is ready to 
start implementing the scenario in the German simulation 
models PAXSEM from Airbus Defence & Space and 
ITSimBw from Fraunhofer Institute IAIS from now until the 
next meeting in June 2014 in Munich.
Sincere thanks are given to the Finish delegation of 
officers supporting the group with their military subject 
matter expertise during the definition of the scenario and 
valuable input in the field of modeling and simulation of 
attrition for aggregated combat units.
The plan for the upcoming meeting in Munich is to 
review the implemented scenarios by using rapid prototyping 
in PAXSEM and ITSimBw. Furthermore, the plan is to develop 
a design of experiment to be used for the data farming 
experiment, to refine the concept for a multi criteria decision 
support tool and data analysis (see Figure 6).
Figure 6: Interoperability between PAXSEM and ITSimBw.
REFERENCE
[1] J. Craig, “Battle Book / ST 100-3”, U.S. Army Command 
& General Staff College, Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas, July 
1999.
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Introduction
The Students of Päivölä School of mathematics created the 
first version of a data farmable humanitarian assistance  and 
global warming (HAGW) simulator as they developed the 
game engine, user interface and a set of models, which were 
linked to the game engine. 
The first draft of the goals of the project was created 
during International What-if? Workshop 26 by Merikki Lappi 
and presented by Ted Meyer and Gary Horne from the 
United States and further developed by both Esa and Merikki 
Lappi. The planning continued during the summer and the 
students started their research projects in October. The plan 
for serious computer gaming as a teaching method was 
published in the GAMEON‘2013 Conference (Brussels, 
November 2013) Proceedings. (1)
The topics (sub-models) recognized as required for a 
HAGW model in Workshop 26 in Washington were: 
Economy/trade, Crime, Logistics & Transportation, 
Government stability/Insurgency, Culture, Cyber, Power, 
Water, Climate, and Agriculture. (2) It was clear that a serious 
game software project to create a HAGW simulator would be 
challenging even for professional software developers and 
this project was to be done primarily  by high school students.  
The students could choose their  topics based on their 
interests. Recommendations concerning the most important 
models in the simulator were given. 
Some topics were not selected by 
students, so they were dropped out 
from the first version of the 
simulator that was to be finished by 
the end of January. A developing 
country simulator with a number of 
models in it needs a game engine. 
Therefore one team concentrated 
only on the software engineering 
and input and output management 
without a modelling task. Nineteen 
second year students were 
participating and one Päivölä 
graduate (first year university 
student).
The simulator project had  a planning 
phase, a model development phase, a 
testing phase, a design of 
experiments, thousands of 
simulations, analysis and 
visualization of the results, and 
reporting.
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Figure 1: Team 3 at Päivölä. Foto: Gary Horne  
SIMULATION MODEL SUB-TEAMS
The student created teams, which independently solved 
given parts (shown in Figure 2) of the HAGW-simulator 
software project. The sub-teams were:
3A! Imberg, Juhani & Toivanen, Pihla: Game engine of the 
HAGW-simulator. Imberg and Toivanen created user 
interface, software structure and created the game 
engine kernel for the other teams.
3B ! Kauppila, Mirjam: Design of data farming experiment 
used in the HAGW-simulator. 
3C! Jantunen, Jonna & Niemi, Esa: Water model of the 
HAGW-simulator.  The rain and temperature data 
from weather model was used to calculate the water 
flow by using hydrological basic equations. The 
results could be used in transportation and 
agriculture models. 
3D! Pouru, Asser & Nurro, Niko & Palmu, Allan: Logistics 
and transport of the HAGW-simulator. The team 
created and coded a models for storage of goods, 
including losses, and transportation of goods.    
3E ! Ahlskog Nicklas & Ijäs, Matias & Vilppula, Riku: 
Power production model of the HAGW-simulator. 
The team created and coded electric power plant 
models starting from small diesel generators, solar 
panels and wind power and ending with nuclear 
power plants. Only local power sources were 
considered in this Somali case, but the model could be 
used later in other environments.   
3F! Hirvola, Tatu & Voutilainen, Kaisa: Crime in HAGW-
simulator. Hirvola and Voutilainen created a crime 
model and software, which could be used also 
independently without the game engine. The criminal 
actions considered were piracy and banditry.  
3G! Hannikainen, Jaakko & Räty Roosa & Shakespeare 
Cliona: Agriculture model of the HAGW-simulator. A 
set of simple models combining the soil, rain, 
temperature and water as the inputs and crop as the 
output were created and coded.  
3H Ijas, Juuso & Pöyri, Saku: Trade and humanitarian 
assistance. Ijas & Pöyri  created and coded simple 
models in order to estimate world trade and food 
prices at the global level. This random process had 
impact in the humanitarian aid coming to the ports of 
Somalia.
3I! Tofferi, Julia: Weather model of the HAGW-
simulator! . Julia Tofferi created a simple model to 
create weekly rain and temperature data to be used in 
the other models.
3J! Lunnikivi, Henri (Päivölä Alumni; Tampere 
University of Technology): Population model.
Figure 2: Sub models and information flow between models
RESULTS
As an overview, the HAGW–simulator worked: parameters 
could be data farmed and for each parameter set random 
effects could be considered by running hundreds of replicas 
from each individual fixed parameter setting.
The results were reasonable, for example: 
! 1) The simulated weather looked like the statistical 
! ! data. 
! 2) There was famine,
! ! a. if crops were poor and
! ! ! i. there was no aid from the outside world, 
! ! ! ! or 
! ! ! ii. there was no transportation from the 
! ! ! ! harbor to inland. 
! 3) The food production was different depending on 
! ! the weather
4) The number of criminals depended on the profit 
of the crime business: if banditry gave good 
profit, the number of bandits or pirates increased. 
For example, if 60% of food truck convoys were 
protected by armed peace keeping forces, the 
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Figure 3: Cows next to a dry river (vadi). The climate change can 
cause severe harm to traditional agriculture. Foto: Esa Lappi  
simulated bandits would not get enough profit to 
continue their action.
In the models, there are a number of unclear parameters 
and simplified mathematical solutions. The validation of the 
models and verification of software are left to future studies. 
In the future workshops, there is space for model 
development, where subject matter experts give their 
comments and improvements to present models and the 
parameters. The present version of the HAGW-simulator does 
not give accurate estimates of any of the topics researched. 
However, it is the first step towards a real analysis tool. 
The version we have now can be used as an educational tool 
and we are looking forward to the next data farming 
workshop where we are possibly going to have access to 
subject matter experts.
CONCLUSIONS
The humanitarian assistance simulator was created by the 
Päivölä students, and it could be used in a data farming 
workshop in Helsinki. Thus, the part of the project initiated 
during IWW 26 was successful. The work will continue and 
new results will be available after the next workshop in the 
United States in October 2014.
The HAGW–simulator is also an educational game and 
the project was also succesfully used to teach the students not 
only data farming, but also English language, geography, 
mathematics, software engineering, humanity and 
understanding of the problems of the developing countries. 
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Figure 4: World Food Program (WFP) storage in Chad protected by UN trained 
local police and international peace keeping force. Foto: Esa Lappi  
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GAME ENGINE
The goal of our team was to create a simulation engine for 
the Humanitarian Assistance and Global Warming 
(HAGW)-Simulator.
 Our program consists of the game engine, user interface 
and mathematical models which have been attached to the 
engine.  Models describe the Somalian nature and social 
conditions. The program reads input files, runs the simulation 
and writes results to output folders and files. The  user can 
define which models and cities he wants to include in the 
simulation and also the amount of time steps in the input file. 
The input files make the model easily data farmable. Result 
graphs can be generated from the output files. 
THE TEST SCENARIO
Our test case consists of three villages in southern Somalia: 
Kismayo (population 183,000), Jilib (population 45,000) and 
Afmadow (population 45,000). The villages are 
interconnected by roads, so trucks can potentially transport 
food from village to village. However, the roads from 
Kismayo to Jilib and Kismayo to Afmadow can be cut off if 
the nearby rivers flood. Each of the villages has some 
farmland, but not enough to support all of the villages. 
Foreign aid can be delivered to Kismayo, because it has a 
port.
Figure  1: Graphical representation of the scenario
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Figure 2: A result graph population/time.
A result of the test scenario is in Figure 2. The figure 
depicts the variation of population in a simulation of 20 years. 
The horizontal axis is time in weeks, the vertical axis is 
population.
Figure 3: A  correlation graph between trucks and aid
A visualization tool can be used for showing the results 
(Figure 3). The horizontal axis is the amount of aid, the 
vertical axis is the number of the trucks. Points represent 
population size. If a point is red, the population is relatively 
big, purple is medium and blue is small.  
The game engine connects the different models 
succesfully and can be used for simulation purposes.
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STUDY
This study consisted of developing the Design of 
Experiments (DoE) for the data farming of the Humanitarian 
Assistance and Global Warming (HAGW)–Simulator. 
Figure 1: Data Farming Loop of Loops (3)
The parameters the simulator is run with should be 
chosen efficiently to get as much information as possible from 
the output. Figure 1 illustrates the place of DoE in the entire 
simulation project. 
We decided that each team should choose about two 
parameters, and this is how we got our 12 factors in the 
design of experiments.
If these parameters can each have 70 different values; the 
number of value combinations is 7012. If we simulated every 
value combination and one simulation lasts 1 second, the 
computing would not have been done yet in 1014 years. The 
Sun dies after 1010 years, so studying all possibilities is not 
possible in this solar system.
Thiu is why we need a smaller set of combinations to 
farm. Sanchez (2) has presented the Latin Hypercube as one 
solution to this problem. The Latin Hypercube tells us with 
which parameter values to fill the parameter space in an 
optimal way. The team used Sanchez’s orthogonal and nearly 
orthogonal LH worksheet, an Excel sheet (1). IThe team 
added the variables and their ranges (table 1) in the Excel 
sheet and got 65 simulation parameter combinations, which 
were used in our IWW 27 simulation study. 
Data Farming Parameters Min Max
 Corn Optimal Water need 1,5 3
 Corn Optimal Temperature 30 40
 Durra Optimal Water amount 3 3,5
 Durra Optimal Temperature 30 40
 Water amount 0 200
 Temperature variation 0 7
 Food decay 0 0,15
 Trucks 0 100
 Terrain Coefficient 0,1 1
 Water Start Amount 0,1 1
 Humanitarian Aid 0 1000
 Wheat 0 500
Table 1: The data farmed variables and their ranges.
The generated values (Table 2) were fed into the 
simulation software and the simulations were properly 
executed. 
Table 2: Design of Experiments
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INTRODUCTION
This report describes the water model used in the 
Humanitarian Assistance and Global Warming simulator. 
The primary purpose of this research was to study the water 
systems' influence on vegetation – especially on crops – and 
traffic through flooding, amounts of water, water flow and 
evaporation in rivers and lakes. That way we could study 
the needs of humanitarian assistance and the probability of 
its arrival to its destination to identify possibly hazardous 
scenarios. The research was accomplished using data 
farming. In our research we were able to form a simple 
model describing the water balance.
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
The model consists of four different water system objects: 
lake-, river-, snow- and sea objects, and the basic 
hydrological equations for each object. The model was 
connected to the simulator's game engine, which allowed us 
to place the model objects to a map together with the other 
models objects, alter their parameters and determine their 
connections to other models.
Figure 1: The Water Cycle. Events included in our model are 
marked with red boxes. Original image from U.S. Geological 
Survey Department of the Interior/USGS U.S. Geological Survey 
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycle.html.
Figure 2: An example water system using the model's objects.
RESULTS
Together with the other models we were able to study the 
effect of different scenarios on the humanitarian assistance. 
Our model was able to produce relatively accurate data on 
water flow, floods and amounts of water in different parts of 
the local water system. Water system data from the Juba 
Hoose and Juba Dhexe areas was used in the simulation.
Figure 3: Example data from the middle lake in the system 
described in Figure 2.
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INTRODUCTION
We modeled Logistics & Transportation, i.e. the transfer and 
storage of resources in Somalia, and the effects of changing 
related variables.
Our research
1. Charted the required interfaces between food storage, 
transport and related functionality, and other models.
2. Created a simple mathematical model.
3. Programmed the model.
4. Implemented our model as a component compatible 
with the game engine.
5. Tested the program and analyzed the acquired results.
MODEL
The model has the following inputs: harvestable food in the 
fields, weather status, the flood status of rivers linked to 
roads and food consumption events. After receiving a food 
request,   the model removes food from the storage until the 
needed amount has been consumed or the food runs out, in 
which case it outputs the deficit to the population model.
The model was programmed in Java and it was 
connected to the map model together with all the other 
models. Our city model was connected with the food model, 
and crops produced by the fields was added to the storage in 
the city. One example of the functionality provided by our 
model is: if aid from outside sources fails to reach the city and 
pests, along with the city's population, consume the stored 
food, the city begins to starve. Starvation is reported to the 
population model, which in turn processes the data  and kills 
part of the population. Other models, such as weather, also 
affected the final results of the simulation. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Each dot in Figure 1 represents a set of 10 simulations with 
the same values for the modifiable variables. The horizontal 
axis represents the amount of humanitarian aid, and the 
vertical axis is the amount of available trucks. Color 
indicates the final total population, with red being higher 
and blue lower.
Figure 1: aid (x), trucks (y) and population (color)
From Figure 1 we can see that with a high amount of 
humanitarian aid, adding trucks produces a better result. 
However, when there is no aid to deliver, trucks are useless.
CONCLUSIONS
Our model for simulating logistics worked as intended. The 
logistics part was successfully connected with the complete 
model and its output could be analyzed to reach logical 
conclusions. The simulator gave additional information 
about the usual situation in a country in need of 
humanitarian assistance and about what may happen as the 
climate and other global factors change. The results might be 
useful for evaluating the results of humanitarian aid 
decisions beforehand.
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INTRODUCTION
We modeled energy production and applied it to a Somalia 
scenario. We focused on small solar cells, wind turbines and 
fuel cells, because Somalia's energy consumption is very low. 
[1] In the case of Somalia, large scale infrastructure such as 
big power plants is irrelevant. There is no power grid, so the 
electricity is produced locally. We researched the 
requirements of different energy sources. Other energy 
sources are also regarded so the model can be used all 
around the world. 
Model
The model includes power grids as well as power plants, 
factories and villages.
The input parameters are average speed of wind, light 
hours per day, population, which is used to calculate energy 
usage and some production factors.
The outputs are the amount of energy produced and the 
cost of the production.
The building, operating and maintenance costs depend 
on each object's run time. [3] Factories are using the energy 
made by the power plants so they are attached to the villages. 
The research process uses the data farming scheme. [2]
DATA FARMING PROCESS
In the data farming process we developed and programmed 
a simulation model. We matched up our model and Somalia 
scenario. We implemented numerous simulations and 
analyzed the results that seemed to be relevant.
The project was done in collaboration with other teams. 
Our software was attached to the game engine.
The parameters that were data farmed were wind speed 
and the percentage of different energy sources. The model 
is transferable to other locations by changing parameters. The 
model can be applied geographically anywhere.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We ran the software with four different energy sources. If the 
trend line of the graph curve is decreasing, the form of 
energy is cost efficient. See figures 1-4.
We studied a 20 year period in Somalia and the simulated 
results indicated in most cases the following ranks for energy 
sources 1. Solar power, 2. Wind power, 3. Diesel generators, 4. 
Petroleum generators.
Figure 1.This study concentrated on wind power. The variation of 
cost was big because wind speed affected much.
Figure 2. This study concentrated on diesel generators. It shows 
diesels high price in energy production.
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Figure 3. This study  concentrated on Petrolane generators. It 
shows petroleum’s very high price in energy production.
Figure 4. This study concentrated on solar power. It shows how 
good option solar power is on the equator.
The graphs point out that solar power is the cheapest 
form of energy in our model. When the percentage of solar 
power is close to 100 percent, the price of electricity is the 
cheapest. Wind power is the second cheapest, but its 
productivity varies depending on the wind speed. Non-
renewable fuels were last, because of the high fuel cost, when 
the energy is produced around the clock. 
In further studies our current model is usable for 
different scenarios all around the world, but it needs to be 
improved.
Our model is greatly simplified and the results are 
approximate. Even so, the model could be used to gain 
insight on energy production in countries where 
infrastructure is imperfect. 
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Figure 5. The whole picture shows every drive of every energy source. 
It shows clearly the two worst options in energy production.
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INTRODUCTION
The crime model in the humanitarian assistance and global 
warming (HAGW)-simulator (Figure 1) concentrates on 
piracy, hijacking and banditry. Other forms of crime, such as 
drug trafficking and smuggling, are left out. The model gives 
some perspective of the criminals' activities in a specific area.
The criminals in the model are part of the population in a 
town and that's why their number varies depending on the 
size of the town population. The criminals have their base in 
the city. In the beginning of every week, criminals in the base 
leave for a crime trip to do one of the three possible activities. 
When criminals are on the crime trips, the program calculates 
whether or not the crime succeeds using the probabilities 
defined in the beginning. If the crime is a success criminals 
will return to base with items and money. If they are not 
successful the program uses random numbers and calculates 
whether the criminals get caught or not. If not caught the 
criminals return to their base without money or items. 
Criminals that have got caught are deleted from the criminal 
population. Every week a defined number of people are 
converted from the town's population into criminals.
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Figure 1: Simplified schema of the crime model
Model
The outputs of the model are:
• the number of criminals in the criminal  base after 
every time step
• the amount of food in the criminals' food storage
• the number of successful crime trips 
• the amount of money and items in the criminal base
The model also gives information about the locations of 
the criminals that are stealing, hijacking or pirating instead of 
being in the base.
During the test runs we executed the model 500 times 
(replications) with the 17 different parameter sets (1). We got a 
large amount of data from the 8500 simulations, and we 
analyzed and visualized the results.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the number of 
criminals during the runs of the first three data sets. Different 
colors indicate the different parameter sets. The horizontal 
axis tells the variety of the total number of criminals at the end 
of the test run and the vertical axis tells the number of 
occurrences of the specific number of criminals during the 500 
test runs. Although the model lacks relevant statistics, the 
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[1] Sanchez, S. M.  2011.  NOLHdesigns spreadsheet. 
Available online via http://harvest.nps.edu/
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Figure 2
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INTRODUCTION
The team first did research on Somalian cuisine. Most of the 
food that Somalians eat is imported [1]. A lot of cattle are 
raised, but the products are exported. Meat is eaten on 
holidays [2]. Other animal produce, such as milk products, 
form a significant part of everyday Somalian food [2]. Maize 
and durra are the most common crops grown for domestic 
consumption [1].
MODEL
Our model concerns the production of both agriculture and 
cattle raising. Crop size is calculated according to formulae 1 






Formula 1 concerns crop size, which is the product of the 
area of the field, the theoretical maximum crop per unit area, 
and the average of the weekly coefficients, calculated 
according formula 2. The weekly coefficient is the product of 
the week's coefficients for water, temperature, sunlight and 
acidity. The coefficients are calculated as follows:
• 0, if x ≥ maximum or x ≤ minimum value
• kx+b, if minimum < x < optimum or optimum < x < 
maximum
• 1, if x=optimum value
• For sunlight, the value is 1 if x ≥ optimum.
The minimum, maximum and optimal values depend on 
what crop is being grown.
A cow produces milk according to formula 3. A hectare 
feeds about 2 cows [3]. In our model, the amount of cows 
increases by 2% each year. If there isn't enough grass, enough 
cows die until their pasture can support them. When 
calculating milk production, we round the number of cattle 
down.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The parameters altered were the crop's tolerance of heat and 
its need of water.  A new cultivar better suited to Somalian 
climate conditions now and in the future would produce 
more and help fix Somalian famine.
Our program worked and produced legitimate results. 
Our test runs generated a point cloud displaying the 
population's behavior with different combinations of 
parameters. We saw no strong correlation between any 
parameter and the population's size. 
Figure 1: The population's dependency on the maize cultivar's 
need of water and toleration of heat. The larger the population, 
the redder the dot, relative to other runs. Need of water increases 
on the x-axis, toleration of heat on the y-axis. Dots are the average 
of 100 runs.
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Team 3H: Somalian Stability Model for the 
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INTRODUCTION
Our model is part of the humanitarian assistance 
and global warming (HAGW)-simulator. We were 
working on the Somalian stability model. Our 
assignment was to study and predict the effects 
the changing world has had and would have on 
Somalia.
We chose the variation of the prices of crops 
and the amount of development aid as our research 
subject, for we thought they would be the biggest 
factors in the current world that affected Somalia.
Different natural disasters, Somalia's inner 
conflicts, variation of the world's population and 
the up- and downswings of the economy [1] affect 
the amount of development aid. Crop prices are in 
relation to the amount of development aid, for most 
of the development aid is in form of crops. Our 
model has two parameters, crop price and development aid, 
which are also the returning values. These starting values are 
transformed with some randomly generated variables and 
then returned. Those variables were possibilities for natural 
disasters, inner conflicts, variation of human population and 
radical changes in economy. The ways we created these 
variables were based on history of that subject and already 
made predictions. We ran the model 100 times with the 
default starting parameters and solved the average value for 
crop price and development aid and listed them as the results. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Our results were as predicted: Small crop price and big 
development aid was best case scenario for Somalia. From 
our default values the best combination was parameter 
combination 10, in which the crop price was the lowest of all 
our default values and we generated slightly over 600 
million dollars worth of development aid. We presented our 
results in a diagram, where we could see which 
combinations were better than others by the amount of crops 
produced. Combination 10 was far ahead of all other 
combinations. Other good combinations were pairs 2 and 13.
Figure 2: Example of the results from model
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Figure 1: Development aid Somalia has received 
over last decades in dollars [2]
Team 3I: Weather Model for the 
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INTRODUCTION
Climate change greatly affects the status of developing 
countries. Near the equator, in countries such as Somalia, 
crops suffer due to the increase of desertification, drought 
and floods. In Africa even a one degree increase of the 
average temperature will reduce crops by approximately 
10-20%. [1]
Though development in Somalia has been positive lately, 
the country's security is still very fragile and the need for aid 
great. Finland's yearly aid to Somalia is about 9 million euros, 
which consists of humanitarian aid, bilateral projects and 
funds given to NGOs. [2] In Central Africa over 7 million 
people are in need of humanitarian aid [3].
Predictions about climate change's effects on Africa are 
primarily made by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC). The following releases on the climate 
change's effects on Somalia have been used in this research: 
Ingrid Hartmann and Sugulle J. Ahmed: ”The Impact of 
Climate Change on Pastoral Societies of Somaliland” and 
Mike Hulme, Ruth Doherty, Todd Ngara, Mark New and 
David Lister ”African climate change: 1900-2100”.
Team 3I made a weather model 
as part of the Humanitarian 
Assistance and Global Warming 
(HAGW) simulator. The purpose of 
this research was to build a very 
simple model to describe the weather. 
The purpose of the weather model 
was to produce weather parameters 
for other models. Because each week’s 
weather affects farming, wind power 
and water systems, we can prediction 
climate change impacts by changing 
the values of long-term averages to 
respond to the predictions of climate 
change. 
The results of the weather model 
are average daily temperature, rainfall 
and wind speed. They are used as 
inputs to the other models for each 
timestep. The timestep used was a 
week.
The results the weather model 
produced are simply indicative 
because all the factors affecting the weather were not taken 
into account. None of the models require the exact weather for 
a specific week so for this type of simulator they are good 
enough. 
Temperature
The temperature variation is modeled so that the result 
represents the current state. Similarly, the impact of climate 
change in assessing the performance approaches the 
estimated new situation. The difference between the highest 
average temperature of the month and the lowest average 
temperature of the month gives the range where the average 
temperature varies.
The weekly average temperature is calculated by adding 
a random number, taken from between a negative and 
positive scatter factor, to the current average temperature. To 
the sum of these two will be added the previous week's 
average temperature's and the model input temperature's 
difference which is multiplied the weighting of previous 
week. The weighting of previous week means the factor 
which determines the probability that the weather situation 
applies to next week.
The temperature after climate change is obtained by 
adding the temperature rise climate change causes to the 
average temperature.
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Figure 1:  To the left are measured values from 1910 to 1990 [5], 
the right one is an example of model's given temperatures for 10-year period
Rainfall
Statistics provide the 
average rainfall  of a 
rainy day, as well as 
the probability of rainy 
day. The probability of 
rainy days is expected 
to be the same as 
statistic probability of 
rain. The number of 
rainy days is 
multiplied by the daily 
rainfall to obtain the 
simulated weekly 
rainfall
The rainfall after 
climate change was the 
average weekly rainfall 
multiplied by factor according to estimates of the impact of 
climate change. In the test simulations we assumed that 
climate change causes rainfall to increase 40% and the weekly 
rainfall was multiplied by 1.4. The IPPC prediction expected 
that the growth would be 30-40% [6]. Because rainfall was one 
of the parameters in the data farming, this gives a  rational 
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Figure 2: Part of the excel worksheet where the number of rainy days 
and the random number is used to solve this week's rainfall.
Figure 3: Climate change integration to the humanitarian aid simulator. [7] The Team 3I part of the model has been circled.
Team 3J: Population Model for the 
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INTRODUCTION
Team 5J created the population-model described here, as a 
method for  estimating the development of a city's 
population in Somalia over the course of a few decades. This 
model is based on historical data projections combined with 
a famine stress factor derived from the other models. The 
purpose of this model is to support other models in 
qualitative evaluation of the effects of famine on a city's 
population.
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
The population model simulates the development of a  city's 
population, affected by famine. A single population-model (a 
simulation unit) represents one age-distributed population 
unit (city). A typical simulation contains multiple cities and 
thus multiple instances of population-simulation-units. Each 
instance of the model requires a set of parameters listed in 
Table 1. Each single instance of the model requires a 
simulation-unit-specific (su-specific) parameter initial 
population. In addition to simulation-specific parameters 
each simulation unit uses a number of shared parameters, 
meaning all simulation units use the same common 
parameters. Most of the parameters are based on historical 
data (though possibly refit for purpose) from UN, 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA):
Name Type
Initial population su-specific
Fertility-rate su-specific, shared, historical
Initial population distribution shared, historical
Mortality rates by age shared, historical
Famine stress-factor by age shared
Table 1: Input parameters
The simulation-engine performs recurring iterations of 
the partial models (like the population-model) on the global 
data, called frames. The population-model is called once for 
each simulation-unit in such a fashion that the next iteration 
always operates on the output frame of the previous iteration.
Index Age-group Index Age-group Index Age-group
0 0-4 7 35-39 14 70-74
1 5-9 8 40-44 15 75-79
2 10-14 9 45-49 16 80-84
3 15-19 10 50-54 17 85-89
4 20-24 11 55-59 18 90-94
5 25-29 12 60-64 19 95-99
6 30-34 13 65-69 20 100+
Table 2: Age-groups
The frame for the population-model contains the 
following two variables:
1. An array On describing the population by age. The array 
is split into 21 age-groups as shown in Table 2 (e.g. the 
first index of this array contains the number of people in 
the age-group 0-4 and is denoted by O0). The contents of 
array On are replaced by the contents of Pn in each 
transition between two frames.
2. An array Mn describing the amount of mortalities by 
age. The contents of array Mn are replaced by the 
contents of Dn in each transition between two frames.
Mathematical description of model
The output arrays Pn and Dn for population and deaths 
will be used as input for the next iteration.  The arrays On and 
Mn represent the state in the current frame. A table of 







Table 3: Population formulae
br is the birth rate proportionate to the population. ΦY is 
the mean rate of people transferring from an age-group to 
another one. For an age-group spanning 5  years, this rate is 
0.2  per year. ∆tY is the time step expressed in years. For a 
typical simulation the value of ∆tY is exactly 1.0. So in practice 
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any one of the formulae of the form (On – Mn)ΦY∆tY would 
mean the annual flow of people in or out from an age-group. 
This takes into consideration the amount of deaths over the 
course of the previous year.
The amount of mortalities per  age-group Dn is the source 
population On times annual-mortality-rate 'n times time step 
∆tY. The annual mortality rate per age-group 'n is based on 
extrapolated historical mortality rates Ln, famine stress-
vulnerability-factor by age Vn and the shortage of food ε per 
total population.
Parameters
The birth rate br used in simulations was derived from the 
average fertility rate of Somalia by calculating the number of 
births [1] for each five-year period during the years 
1950-2010[1]. The final birth rate is then the average number of 
births proportional to the total population.
The first frame is initialized using the initial population 
provided in the simulation configuration file and the initial 
population distribution which is the actual age-distribution in 
the year 2010 as provided in the World Population Prospects: 
The 2012 Revision [1].
Famine stress-vulnerability-factor affects the effect of 
famine on different age-groups. The values were chosen so 
that the famine has a stronger effect on children and the 
elderly and a weaker effect on younger adults as shown in 
Figure 1.
The mortality rates for each age-group (Ln) were acquired 
by dividing the deaths in each five-year age-group by the age-
group population. For the population model mortality rates 
calculated from the values over the period 2005-2010 were 
used. These age-related mortality-rates have been descending 
for the last 50 years but in the scope of this simulation the 
decline in mortality-rates is considered insignificant. The 
mortality rates for each age-group over the last fifteen years 
are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Stress vulnerability by age-group
Figure 2: Mortality-rates by age-group
Team 4: Hierarchic Technology Forecasting Model 
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INTRODUCTION
Hierarchy can be used to recognize and to interpret different 
kinds of topics of organizations and phenomena. Here, we 
shall determine a hierarchic structure for technology 
forecasting and examine its data farming opportunities. We 
shall interpret a logical connection between the technologies, 
and the capabilities. Technology forecasting deals with 
future technology possibilities and consequences, and the 
military community is interested how the technology 
development will change future capabilities.    
We shall consider three capabilities: protection, awareness 
and engagement and construct three scenarios where the 
impacts of technology are estimated. In addition, we shall 
study the dependencies between the technology and 
capabilities with examples. The basic set-up for our study is 
depicted in Figure 1. In this paper, we use the following 
simplified terminology:  
• Capability: Functional property or capacity which is 
needed to achieve the desired performance.
• Scenario: A test case which is used to emphasize the 
effects of capability change.
• System: An actor that performs functionalities as a 
part of capability.
• Functionality: Typical tasks that the system performs.
• Technology: An identified entity that has effects on the 
systems performance.
• Technology future: The appearance of the 
technological development, which is given by a set of 
numbers describing technology improvements in a 
relational scale. 
The identified relationships between the entities are 
presented in Figures 2 and 3.   
Figure 1. A schematic set-up of our research statement.
Figure 2. The relationships between the systems, functionalities 
and technologies.
Figure 3. The relationship of capabilities and systems. The 
capabilities will be examined in test scenarios.
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Construction of the model
We shall identify data farming possibilities in technology 
forecasting by studying two systems with the existing 
technology and an improved technology. We shall analyze 
the system effectiveness for capability by using two 
questionnaires in data collection. The technology futures 
appear in our studies possible candidates for data farming. 
The results could be further examined with detailed 
technological models, see also (Malmi et al, 2011).  Our 
model has similarities to those in (Bizkevelci & Çakmak, 
2008), where authors have analyzed technology possibilities 
within the theme of concept development and requirements 
management.      
To proceed, we construct a  mapping from the technology 
development to capability by the following manner. Let us 
consider recognized technology areas, which are used in 
future military system for changing capabilities. We 
demonstrate our model with three fictitious scenarios, where 
we consider whether the procurement of new systems would 
change the outcomes of the scenarios.
More formally, let the technology areas to be denoted by 
Ti and systems by Sj. The systems are characterized by their 
functionalities Fk which are the system tasks. The idea is to 
map the technology to the performance via system 
functionalities. If we considered different technology futures 
and mapped them to the functionalities, we would have a 
data farmable model. If we would know the limits of the 
technologies, we could normalize all technologies to the same 
range (e.g. [0,1]). Then, our modeling (parameter) space 
would be an n-cube, where n is the number of technologies, 
and the model would be defined from the n-cube to the 
functionalities. If we are not able to define limits (more 
realistic case) of the technology development, we can still 
provide relational advance profile. This will be demonstrated 
in the examples, where the estimates of the functionality and 
capability improvement related to one technology future are 
provided by expert questionnaires.
The capabilities include the systems (Fig. 3), whose 
performance can be estimated and the estimations can be used 
to consider the improvement of the capability in terms of the 
functionalities of the systems. This logical chain should point 
out the change of the capability with respect to the technology.
We shall consider the effects of technology in three test 
scenarios, where the impacts of (possible) improved 
capabilities are studied. The improvement will be analyzed 
with the existing technology and the future technology 
(systems). When the systems are used in a scenario and the 
outcome of the scenario is analyzed, the effect of the capability 
change can be analyzed in this scenario. 
We shall now construct our model formally. Let us 
consider a technology future provided by n technologies and 
define a time dependent technology state vector by T=(t1,t2,
…,tn). The existing states of the technologies will  be set to zero 
T(now)=0 and the improvement will be considered in a four 
step nominal scale (0,1,2,3), where 0 corresponds to the 
situation that given technology has not been developed, 1 to 
minor development, 2 to moderate and 3 to major 
development of technology. Let us have a system with m 
functionalities which are given by an m-vector F= f1,…,fm, 
where the existing technology corresponds to functionality 
vector 1. The mapping is provided by f:{T}->{F} and formally 
this reads: f(0)=1. This development of the technologies will 
be given by functionalities, where the components that are 
bigger than one correspond to an improved functionality. 
However, certain functionalities may decrease, which is given 
by component values less than one. This is emphasized in 
Figure 4.
Figure 4. A schematic example which shows how two alternative 
technology futures (red and blue) have effect on functionalities.
We proceed to scenario analysis within the systems and 
their performance by using probability estimate of the success 
in the scenario with respect to the system. We constructed 
how the technology development is linked to the performance 
of a system. However, the performance of a system is 
connected to the probability p of success of the system in the 
scenario. Therefore, the probabilities of the success are also 
linked to the technology development so that p=p(F)=p(F(T)).
Scenarios
A technology forecasting model is built by using three 
scenarios between the RED and BLUE forces. The initial 
assumptions of the scenarios are: 
1. Both the BLUE and RED side have equal or  almost equal 
military capabilities.
2. RED is a military superpower and BLUE is a small 
nation with moderate (typical) capabilities.
3. Similar situation as in scenario 2 but this scenario 
considers the situation from crisis tolerance of society 
and public authorities’ point of view.
Initially the BLUE side does not have any satellite or UAV 
assets but e.g. in scenarios 2  and 3 the RED nation has both 
satellites and even UAVs with attack capability. In the 
example, effects of UAVs and satellites will be analyzed from 
the BLUE perspective.
In the first scenario the main mission of the BLUE side is 
to take control over the RED island in order to build radar and 
missile launch systems on the island. The RED nation should 
not allow the BLUE forces to take control over the island and 
should prevent the BLUE side from carrying out the missile 
system deployment plans. The RED nation should also work 
on to switch the public opinion to the RED side. There is a 
number of sea-, air- and land-based capabilities, but both 
BLUE and RED nations should carry out their missions using 
minimum force for each situation to prevent escalation of 
conflict to surrounding nations. The situation is very 
challenging, because international sea routes are close to the 
operation area.
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The second and third scenarios were implemented on 
fictitious operation area depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Fictitious operation area of scenarios 2 and 3
In these scenarios RED is a military superpower with 
outstanding resources and capabilities and BLUE is a small 
nation with moderate capabilities. There is a big population 
of RED citizens in the Blue town area. The BLUE nation is 
accused of committing terrorist actions against the RED 
nation and RED population in the Blue town. The RED nation 
has put political and military pressure on BLUE. RED has 
conducted a cyber operation against BLUE command, control 
and surveillance systems. RED has conducted limited air-
operations against the BLUE air defense and harbors. RED 
nation’s interests are to secure RED citizens’ benefits in the 
BLUE nation and to take control of the Blue town and harbor 
and the Blue airport 1. The BLUE nation’s interests are to 
secure BLUE territorial integrity and maintain independency. 
Missions of the BLUE side are to defend area integrity, to 
protect critical infrastructure and population and to keep sea 
lines open to ensure trade traffic. Missions of the RED are to 
gain control over BLUE’s critical  infrastructure, to support the 
RED minority in the BLUE nation and to affect the BLUE 
nation’s decision-making. RED has a fully operational C2 
structure. RED has control over its area and partially the 
BLUE airspace. RED has intelligence and surveillance 
superiority over the BLUE area. RED has operational freedom 
and initiative. After a SEAD operation RED can attack targets 
of its choice. Before a landing operation RED must disable the 
BLUE anti-ship capability. BLUE’s C2 structure has 
limitations due to the first strike. BLUE can achieve air 
superiority only within limited time and/or area. For BLUE 
continuous air surveillance capability and surface-to-air 
missile range are limited. The BLUE ground forces are not 
ready for large scale land attack. Surveillance capabilities of 
BLUE should detect most RED underwater, surface and air 
activity. BLUE coastal defense is relying on sea mines and 
combined use of anti-ship weapons.
The third scenario is actually scenario 2 from crisis 
tolerance capability of society and public authorities’  points 
of view. The main tasks are to maintain public security and 
order, to protect all civilians from acts of war, to maintain 
basic vital conditions, to maintain critical healthcare and 
prevent epidemic diseases, to maintain border security (illegal 
immigration and contraband), to maintain governmental and 
municipal decision-making capability in all situations, and to 
maintain independent and reliable information services 
internally and internationally. The host nation (BLUE) is 
responsible for the security of civilians in spite of the RED 
nation’s hostile actions. Collapse of civilian society will break 
down the fundaments of national defense. The downgrade of 
modern living standards will occur in 5 to 10 days.
Next, we consider two systems’ impacts in introduced 
scenarios. The systems are UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) 
and Satellites. The technology areas are sensors, materials, 
communications, stealth, energy sources, manufacturing, and 
autonomous operation technology. The studied 
functionalities were surveillance, communications, 
engagement, logistics and deception. In the scenarios, 
protection, awareness, and engagement capabilities are 
studied.
In order to demonstrate the introduced method in 
technology forecasting, we constructed a simplified 
experiment design in parameter space such that we 
considered seven technologies and provided their relational 
development (technology future) in Table 1.
Technology area
Development
 after 10 years 
Development 
after 20 years 
sensor technology 2 3
material technology 1 3
communications 
technology 2 3







TABLE 1. The considered technology futures after 10 and 20 years. 
In the scale 0 corresponds to no development, 1 to minor, 2 to 
moderate and 3 to major development.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We performed the function of functionality improvement (f) 
and scenario analysis with two questionnaires. The answers 
to the questionnaires were given by our team. 
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An example of the results and part of the first 
questionnaire is shown in Table 2, where the development of 
two functionalities performed by UAVs are estimated ovr a 
twenty-year period. 
UAV 20 years
Functionality Technology area	   AVG STD
Surveillance
sensor technology 2,5 0,5
material technology 2,4 0,7
communications 
technology 2,2 0,8
stealth technology 2,1 0,7
energy source technology 2,7 0,5





sensor technology 2,0 0,9
material technology 1,7 0,8
communications 
technology 2,4 0,5
stealth technology 1,4 1,0
energy source technology 2,2 0,8
manufacturing technology 1,5 1,0
autonomous operation 
technology 2,0 0,8
TABLE 2. An example of the results: averages and deviations of 
the technology development calculated from the questionnaires.
This step was suitable for data farming, if we would 
consider a large set of different technology futures. However, 
performing the data  farming by the questionnaires could be 
possible but the better approach should be further examined.
The second approach was studied within the scenarios. 
We determined the initial  probabilities of three capabilities to 
success in the scenarios. The initial probability of 0.7 in the 
first scenario means that with all BLUE assets in the scenario 
there is a 70% probability in terms of protection to succeed in 
fulfilling the mission. For scenario 2, there is a 30% probability 
of success in fulfilling the mission. The probability is much 
lower in scenario 2, because it includes unbalanced BLUE and 
RED forces and assets. The team recognized that there are 
many dependencies between the capabilities, e.g. the use of 
engagement capability in the scenario 2 might lead to 
degraded level of protection due to counter attack of high-
capability assets. The impacts of the UAV and satellite or both 
were estimated in the scenarios by the probability of success 
in the case that the considered systems would be present in 
the scenarios. It is important to notice that the BLUE nation 
did not have any UAV or satellite assets in the initial phase of 
the scenario. Initial capability value is realized by the assets 
described in each scenario. 
Table 3 shows an example of the protection capability 
questionnaire. The first answer is an estimation of protection 
capability in each scenario after one year with different 
combinations of new systems (satellite, UAV or both). If UAVs 
were procured, current technology level of UAVs on the 
market would be assumed. The questionnaire did not state 
whether the new systems are procured as additional assets or 
if they are replacing traditional assets in the scenario. It is 
probable that persons considered cost limitations in their 
estimations. The second answer is an estimation of protection 
capability in each scenario after  10  years with different 
combinations of new systems (satellite, UAV or both). This 
estimation includes subjective forecasting of future UAV and 
satellite capabilities. Technology development of the RED 
nation was frozen in the estimation of the capabilities, because 
the focus was on BLUE assets. The effect of the RED 
technology development could be added into the model in 
further studies. The example of the results is shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 3. An example of the results: averages of the capability 
(protection) estimation in the presence of UAVs and Satellites 
calculated from the questionnaires.
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a preliminary framework for connecting 
the capability development and the technology foresight in 
the terms of data farming. First, we considered the 
technology development by quantifying it to four levels of 
technology futures. Their impacts were compared with 
typical functionalities of the systems that are parts of the 
capabilities. We applied the framework for studying the 
impacts of two systems with the existing and developed 
technology in three fictitious scenarios. This exercise showed 
us that the method can be used to analyze technology 
forecasting in a hierarchic manner. In our construction, 
technology futures could be data farmed, but more realistic 
data would be needed to analyze more detailed models with 
data farming such as in (Malmi et al. 2011).
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Team 5: Testing the MSG-088 Data Farming 
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INTRODUCTION
Our goal is to test the Data  Farming process described in the 
MSG-088 final report [1] using the Sandis 2 simulation 
software.
Sandis is a probability-based computational simulation 
model with platoon or squad-sized agents, developed by the 
Finnish Defence Forces Technical Research Centre (now 
Finnish Defence Research Agency). With Sandis, the human 
operator is in charge of all tactical actions of any units in the 
simulation (movement, fire support etc.) during the scenario 
building phase. During the calculation phase the computer 
calculates the combat losses, platoon strength distributions, 
and average ammunition consumption, among other things. 
A good description of the computational model can be found 
in [2]. The current version, Sandis 1, has been used 
successfully in several Data  Farming experiments in the past 
[3,4,5].
In IWW 27 our secondary objective was to test the newer 
Sandis 2 software, specifically its effectiveness as a Data 
Farming tool. The workshop provided a good opportunity for 
the team members to familiarize themselves with the 
software. Most of the team got together on the weekend 
before the workshop to make the necessary preparations. 
Sandis 2 is completely new and implemented from scratch, 
although its computational models are based on those in 
Sandis 1. Furthermore, Sandis 2 is implemented in Python, 
whereas Sandis 1 is implemented in Java. Sandis 2 is still 
under active development. 
We decided to conduct a data farming experiment to find 
out how different parameters of indirect fire (aim points, 
dispersion, timing) can affect the outcome in a small 
engagement with two platoons versus another two platoons, 
supported by indirect fire units. 
WORKING THE RAPID SCENARIO 
PROTOTYPING PROCESS
Figure 1: Rapid Scenario Prototyping (RSP) process [1]
For the data farming experiment we decided to strictly 
follow the Rapid Scenario Prototyping (RSP) process as 
described in the MSG-088 final report [1]. The RSP process is 
illustrated as a flow chart in Figure 1. In the MSG-088 final 
report, the chapter on rapid scenario prototyping provides a 
checklist of 13 key questions in the RSP process to aid the 
analysis team. Going through the RSP process and the 
corresponding checklist, we found that we were able to 
answer ‘yes’ to most of these questions. A few of these points 
are covered below.
• To our main question we chose: “How will the choice 
of target points, timing, dispersion patterns, angle of 
fall and firing directions affect the Blue and Red 
losses?”
• Our measures of effectiveness (MOE) are the losses of 
both sides, including vehicle and infantry losses alike.
• The simulation has three main inputs: Troop 
compositions, weapons parameters and the operator 
decisions. These were all  defined in the base case 
scenario for Sandis 2.
• The simulation will output a  killer-victim scoreboard, 
from which we can analyze losses at the end of the 
simulation.
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• Our team has experience with both the model itself 
and with modeling indirect fire, i.e. the team included 
model experts and subject matter experts.
• The Base Case Scenario is documented in Major 
Kankare’s thesis [6], which was used as our scenario 
description. The scenario has been previously 
modelled in Sandis 1.
DESCRIPTION OF SCENARIO 
We used an existing scenario from Major Vesa Kankare’s 
General Staff Officer Course thesis as basis for this project 
[6]. In the scenario, Red forces are attacking the Blue forces 
with two motorized infantry platoons supported by several 
mortar platoons and a howitzer battery. The Blue forces are 
defending with two armour jaeger platoons and have a 
limited amount of indirect fire of their own available. The 
main tactic of the Red forces is to push through the Blue 
force using its large capability of indirect fire. The Blue force 
tries to hold its ground but will disengage from combat after 
sustaining enough losses. The initial positions of the 
platoons are shown in Figure 2 and the positions of the Red 
indirect fire units in Figure 3. In this experiment, we wanted 
to vary the positions of the Red indirect fire units.
Figure 2: Initial positions for Scenario Red and Blue platoons
Figure 3: Fire support for Red forces in base case scenario
In this study we modelled the indirect fire in Sandis 2 as 
three individual fire missions, whose parameters were 
carefully set to represent actual artillery/mortar strikes. In 
Sandis, the model is called the airstrike model, and simulates 
indirect fire coming from outside the map. In this way indirect 
fire can be simulated without actually placing firing units on 
the map. This way we get one fire mission for each weapon 
type (light mortars, heavy mortars and the howitzer battery).
Each fire mission has an aim point and a direction of fire. 
The dispersion pattern is represented by a bivariate normal 
distribution, which is characterized by standard deviations in 
the range and deflection directions around the aim point. 
The positions of the indirect fire units determine the 
direction of fire and the dispersion patterns of the rounds. In 
this study, the directions of fire in the individual fire missions 
were selected as decision variables. In the experiments we also 
wanted to vary the dispersion patterns and the angles of fall. 
We decided to use a different approach to modelling 
mortar fire. The dispersion pattern for mortar fire is given as a 
function of the range of fire in [7]. Therefore, the range of fire 
was selected as the decision variable for mortar fire. The value 
ranges were selected based on the calibre. Two calibres were 
used: 81 mm (light) and 120 mm (heavy). The angle of fall for 
mortar projectiles was assumed to be fixed.
 For artillery fire, the standard deviations in range and 
deflection directions were selected as independent decision 
variables, as was the angle of fall.
The number of rounds in each fire mission was given in 
the scenario description.
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
The factors chosen for the experiments are listed in Table 1, 
along with their ranges. 
Parameter 
Description Range Amount
Aimpoint Easting [56711, 567721] m 3 
Aimpoint Northing [6755057, 6755524] m 3
Direction of fire [0°, 90°], [270°, 360°] 3 
Delay before Red 
attack [-30, 0] min 3 
Range of fire (81 
mm mortar) [2000, 5000] m 1 
Range of fire (120 
mm mortar) [2000, 7000] m 1 
Std in range 
(howitzers) [20, 150] m 1 
Std in deflection 
(howitzers) [20, 100] m 1 
Angle of fall 
(howitzers) [20°,  90°] 1 
Proximity fuze burst 
height (howitzers) {0, 10} m 1 
Table 1: Factors and their ranges.  
The total number of factors is 18. Using a spreadsheet for 
generating Nearly Orthogonal Latin Hypercube designs of 
experiments, we generated an experiment with 129 design 
points [8].
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SANDIS 2 IN DATA FARMING
Sandis 2, like the current Sandis 1, is suitable for data 
farming. The workflow can be divided into four main 
functions/phases: Input Data Generation, Batch Computing, 
Results Consolidation and Data Analysis. For these tasks we 
wrote scripts to automate the process as much as possible.
The first phase, Input Data Generation, consists of a) 
actually obtaining the input data and b) manipulating the 
input data to a format that Sandis 2 can utilize. We wrote a 
script that generates scenario excursions for Sandis 2 based on 
the experiment design and the base case scenario.
In the second phase, Batch Computing, all  the previously 
generated Sandis 2 scenarios are calculated and the results 
logged into output files. The Batch Computing phase can be 
easily scaled to support multiple processor cores and even 
multiple computers. 
Although we did have an HTCondor execution 
environment set up on one of the laptops, we were not able to 
test it with Sandis 2 during the workshop, because we were 
not able to deploy Sandis 2 to other computers and had to run 
it from the development environment. The development work 
has continued after the workshop and in March 2014 we 
successfully ran Sandis 2  with the workshop scenarios in 
HTCondor.
During the workshop we wrote a simple script that 
distributes the simulation runs across local processor cores, 
effectively multiplying performance while running multiple 
simulations. Under normal conditions, a  job distribution 
system like HTCondor would handle this.
In the third phase the output data from the scenario 
calculations is consolidated into a single execution result file. 
This task was automated as well: A script processed the 
output data from each calculation automatically after all the 
scenarios had been executed. Results Consolidation is critical 
in order to efficiently analyze the data.
In the final phase, Data Analysis, the resulting output 
data is imported to an external tool (Excel) for efficient 
analysis. From the output data we were able to determine 
what effects our varied parameters had in the outcome of the 
simulation.
In short, Sandis 2 allows for a very streamlined data 
farming process with the help of some automated scripts that 
can even be integrated into the program’s user interface in 
later development.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Although Sandis 2 is still in development, it is already 
capable of data farming. We were able to run a set of 129 
scenario excursions and then analyze the resulting output 
data during the workshop. Initial analysis of the data showed 
that the output from the runs was sensible in most cases. We 
did, however, find some strange events where the strength of 
a platoon spiked at magnitudes of 108 immediately after 
taking massive losses from indirect fire. This spike is clearly a 
bug in the calculation model of Sandis 2 that has not come up 
in earlier testing. This fact indicates that the data farming 
process with its large amount of simulation runs can be used 
in software development to unveil some bugs that would 
easily be missed in normal testing conditions. 
CONCLUSIONS
The main objective for Team 5 was to test the data farming 
process, in particular the Rapid Scenario Prototyping 
process. In one week’s time we managed to finish a  single 
iteration in the Data Farming loop of loops (Figure 4). Due to 
our tight schedule we had to skip some steps in the RSP 
process, mainly regarding the documentation aspects.
We were also able to test the newer version of Sandis 
software and verify its capability as a data farmable 
simulation system at a basic level. The data farming 
experiment provided us with feedback for model 
development and highlighted some bugs in the software. We 
concluded that Sandis 2  still needs further development and 
bug fixes before wide-spread deployment, especially with its 
graphical user interface. We also found a  bug in the indirect 
fire model that showed up for the first time in the excursions. 
Figure 4: Data farming loop of loops
A lot of development has already happened with Sandis 
2 after the workshop. The user interface has been updated 
significantly along with the computational models. The speed 
of calculations has also improved from the workshop. For 
future use, the software will be packaged into a user-friendly 
installation that will also include examples and manuals. The 
development also includes adding non-graphical tools for 
running simulations in cluster environments without graphics 
support. 
When trying to run Sandis 2 in HTCondor after the 
workshop, some problems were noticed with Sandis 2 
scenario loading that were fixed by providing easy to use 
features for collecting data files to a single location, which 
makes it easier to distribute multiple scenarios between 
different computers. 
The indirect fire effectiveness model has been developed 
after the workshop for increased speed and accuracy. 
Furthermore, the bug causing huge losses was fixed. 
Currently, development of the indirect fire effectiveness model 
aims at creating a library of submodels that are easy to use 
and maintain, while also making the calculations faster. This 
library can be used by other simulation systems as well to 
assess indirect fire lethality or effectiveness calculations. 
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NATO Data Farming Report Published in March 
2014 Launches New Possibilities
BACKGROUND
Data Farming is a quantified approach that examines 
questions in large possibility spaces using modeling and 
simulation. It evaluates whole landscapes of outcomes to 
draw insights from outcome distributions and outliers.  This 
evaluation is made possible by “growing” massive amounts 
of data through the execution of many simulation runs. The 
name Data  Farming was initially coined in 1997 (Horne 
1997).  Since that time the data farming community has 
grown to include people from over a dozen nations.  Data 
farming continues to evolve from initial work in a United 
States Marine Corps effort called Project Albert (Hoffman 
and Horne 1998) to the work documented in the other 
articles of this publication documenting this workshop of 
January 2014.  The Scythe is the publication of the 
International Data Farming Community that contains 
proceedings of workshops that have been held over the 
years and more information can be found at 
www.datafarming.org.
Data farming uses simulation in a collaborative and 
iterative team process (Horne and Meyer 2004) that has been 
used primarily in defence applications (Horne and Meyer 
2010). This process normally requires input and participation 
by subject matter experts, modellers, analysts, and decision-
makers. Data farming is a  process that has been developed to 
support decision-makers by answering questions that are not 
currently addressed. Data farming uses an inter-disciplinary 
approach that includes modelling and simulation, high 
performance computing, and statistical analysis to examine 
questions of interest with large number of alternatives. Data 
farming allows for the examination of uncertain events with 
numerous possible outcomes and provides the capability of 
executing enough experiments so that both overall and 
unexpected results may be captured and examined for 
insights. 
In 2010, the NATO Research and Technology 
Organization started the three-year Modeling and Simulation 
Task Group “Data Farming in Support of NATO” to assess 
and document the data farming methodology to be used for 
decision support. This group was called MSG-088 and below 
is a summary of the six realms of data farming as outlined 
during the course of MSG-088 (Horne et. al. 2014).  Upon 
completion of MSG-088, a  follow-on task group called 
“Developing Actionable Data Farming Decision Support” was 
initiated by NATO and was designated MSG-124. This new 
three-year task group is performing work in selected 
application areas important to NATO, one of which is cyber 
defense.
DATA FARMING LOOP OF LOOPS
Data farming uses an iterative approach that is illustrated by 
the loop of loops in figure 1 (www.datafarming.org). The 
first realm, rapid prototyping, works with the second realm, 
model development, iteratively in an experiment definition 
loop.  A rapidly prototyped model provides a starting point 
in examining the initial  questions and the model 
development regimen supports the model implementation, 
defining the resolution, scope, and data requirements. The 
third realm, design of experiments, enables the execution of 
a broad input factor space while keeping the computational 
requirements within feasible limits. High performance 
computing, realm four, allows for the execution of the many 
simulation runs that is both a necessity and a major 
advantage of data farming. The fifth realm, analysis and 
visualization, involves techniques and tools for examining 
the large output of data resulting from the data farming 
experiment. The final realm, collaborative processes, 
underlies the entire data  farming process and these 
processes will be described in turn below.
Figure 1: Data Farming Loop of Loops
Rapid Scenario Prototyping
The model development and the rapid prototyping realms of 
data farming together make up the experiment definition 
loop in Figure 1.  As such, they work hand-in-hand with 
each other and we could choose either realm to begin our 
detailed description of data farming. Thus the rapid scenario 
prototyping process is a good place to start our discussion, 
although starting with model development realm would also 
be appropriate.
As with the data farming process in general, the rapid 
scenario prototyping should always be within the context of 
the questions to be answered. These questions have to be 
prepared in such a way that simulation can help to find 
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answers and to get insights. The most important step here is 
to define measurements to be collected by means of 
simulation together with required input and output data for 
the simulation. In most cases this step already requires some 
rough ideas about the scenario settings. Thus, this realm 
simply represents the initial formation of the basics of a 
scenario to be simulated.
Model Development
As stated in the previous subsection, the model development 
realm works hand-in-hand with the rapid scenario 
prototyping realm in the experiment definition loop on the 
left side of Figure 1.  The fundamental output of this loop is 
a scenario instantiated in a working simulation model that 
captures the essence of a question and that can be sent to the 
multi-run execution loop of the data farming process. Of 
course, more insight into the question, refinement of the 
question, and/or deeper examination of the question may be 
enabled later through a return to the experiment definition 
loop later in the process.
When developing models, both modeling and subject 
matter experts should be present. Rapid scenario prototyping 
provides model requirements for model development. For 
example, it is important to do one thing well, such as creating 
aggregated models that combine simple models instead of 
building single monolithic models, whenever possible. The 
more independent models are from each other, the better the 
potential results. Thus, one needs to encourage 
modularization and clear separation of different models, 
including development practices for using models of different 
aggregation level and scope. Other important characteristics 
of models as they are developed include reusability, 
interoperability, repeatability, and thorough documentation. 
And, finally, openness should be encouraged, including the 
sharing of source code when possible given other constraints.
Design of Experiments
Design of experiments is one of the three realms of data 
farming in the multi-run execution loop. Along with the 
realms of high performance computing and analysis and 
visualisation, the realm of design of experiments allow us to 
perform multiple runs to gain simulation results over a wide 
landscape of possibilities. Simulation models have many 
inputs or parameters (factors) that can be changed to explore 
alternatives.  A designed experiment is a carefully chosen set 
of combinations of these inputs, called design points, at 
which the simulation model will be run. Design of 
experiments provides smarter ways of setting up the 
experiment that facilitate follow-on analysis and 
visualization of results in a reasonable amount of time.
Changing the factors in a brute force way, by looking at 
all possible combinations, is impractical or impossible, except 
for extremely simplistic simulations with only a handful of 
factors. Changing the factors all at once limits your insights.  It 
will allow you to see whether or not this changes the 
responses, but you will not be able to tell why the changes 
occur.  For example, if mission effectiveness improves when 
you equip a squad with better sensors and better weapons, 
you will not know whether it is the weapon or the sensor that 
has the most impact. Changing the factors one at a time also 
limits your insights.  If the squad gets a very small 
improvement from a better weapon, a very small 
improvement from a better sensor, but a large improvement 
from both, you will not be able to identify this interaction (or 
synergistic effect) if the experimental design does not involve 
factors for both the weapon and the sensor.
High Performance Computing
HPC consists of both hardware and software resources. HPC 
systems can be configured as a single supercomputer with 
thousands of processors, as a network of clustered 
computers, or even as a single powerful desktop computer 
with multi-core processors. The hardware on these systems 
includes such things as processors, memory, networking 
hardware, and disk storage. HPC software includes, among 
other things: the operating system; underlying or supporting 
software which provide the environment to execute the 
model; and the data farming software, which enables 
running instances of the model across the HPC systems’ 
“compute units”. By generating and managing each of the 
model runs over a set of design points or input sets, the data 
farming software provides the infrastructure “glue” that 
“sticks together” the model, its set of inputs, the design, and 
the HPC resources.
The main purpose of HPC in the context of data farming 
is to provide the means to execute a data farming experiment. 
Other purposes of HPC are for use in analysis and 
visualization of the output and for generating designs used in 
future data farming experiments. Given the large number of 
model runs made in a typical data farming experiment, HPC 
facilitates conducting the experiment in a timely manner as 
well as supporting the storage and analysis of huge volumes 
of output.
Analysis and Visualization
Analysis in the data farming context is the process of 
examining data that is produced by data farming processes 
using statistical, summarization and presentation techniques 
to highlight useful information, extract conclusions, and 
support decision-making. Visualisation is a collection of 
graphical and visual analysis techniques used to optimize 
and speed the process of exploring data, conveying 
understanding, and presenting in data farming processes. 
Much of the current usage of analysis and visualization in 
the data farming process has been the analytic examination 
of multiple replicate and excursion model output.
In order to exploit the potentially huge data output from 
the high performance computing execution of the design of 
experiments, highly effective analysis techniques must be 
employed. Statistical analysis and visualisation can be used to 
discern whether data may has useful meaningful value and 
aid in the translation of data into information that is useful in 
making progress in understanding possible answers to the 
questions at hand. The ability to use multiple techniques 
provides the ability to explore, investigate, and answer the 
questions posed. Every technique has strengths and 
limitations, therefore, especially for high-dimensional data, 
use of a family of techniques is preferable to use of a single 
technique. As stated earlier, data farming gives us the ability 
to map the landscape of possibilities and in the process 
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discover outliers. These outliers should always be considered 
and only be eliminated for appropriate reasons and can be 
investigated as a separate cohort of the data using various 
analysis and visualisation techniques.
Collaboration
The spirit of collaboration is the key tenet of data farming. It 
underlies the loop of loops in Figure 1 and holds within it 
much of the power of data farming.  Throughout the 
development of data farming and the formation of the data 
farming community, people have openly shared experiences 
and expertise. One focus for collaborative efforts has been 
and continues to be the international workshops. The first 
international workshop took place in 1999 at the Maui High 
Performance Computing Center. The first 4  workshops were 
methodology driven, dealing with complex adaptive 
systems modeling and agent based representation, with 
statistical experiment design and experiment evaluation. The 
subsequent workshops were and continue to be application 
driven and contributions to the overall  advancement of data 
farming takes place in the development of simulation 
models, scenarios within the models, and computer clusters 
to run the models audacious numbers of times.
The real work is in making progress on important 
questions and the real secret is the combination of military 
subject matter experts and highly knowledgeable and multi-
disciplinary scientists. This special mix of personnel has been 
the hallmark of the international workshops and this mix has 
promoted much networking opportunity. It has been a 
dynamic combination to have data farming work teams 
headed up by a person who really knows and cares about the 
question (e.g. a military officer who knows that the answers 
may have an impact on both mission success and lowering 
casualties) and supported by men and women with technical 
prowess who can leverage the tools available. 
MSG-088 documented the following aspects of the 
collaborative processes in data farming: defining the 
characteristics and dimensions of collaboration in data 
farming, collaboration within and between the realms in data 
farming, collaboration of the people, collaboration of the data 
farming results, application of collaboration tools.  This 
information can be found in the full  report as well as 
information on the current status of data farming in the 
attending nations and ideas about the future development of 
data farming.
VISION
Data Farming is now documented as a process through the 
efforts of the 37 authors of the Final Report of MSG-088. 
Many of these data farmers plus more are applying data 
farming to questions of interest to NATO within MSG-124. 
Also, data farming work in being done throughout the world 
in many contexts and the greater Data Farming Community 
will meet again at the 28th Workshop to take place in 
October 2014 in the Washington, DC area. The workshops 
are now called International What-if?  Workshops (IWWs), 
because the key question that data farmers ask over and over 
again is “what if?” And IWW 29 is planned for March 2015.
The vision is to use the publication of the codified Data 
Farming Process as a launching point to welcome others to 
join the Data Farming Community. The vision is to apply the 
structured process in cogent ways to pursue what-if questions 
and understand options in order to support decision makers 
as they grapple with our uncertain future. Data farming 
cannot predict the best way forward, but it can present the 
options to pursue that are likely to make for better possible 
futures. The vision is a better tomorrow.
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International What-if? Workshop 28 
When:	
 October 26 - 31, 2014
Where: 	
 Washington DC Area at
	
 Mar-Lu Ridge Conference and Educational Center, Jefferson, Maryland 21755 USA
	
 (about 45 minutes north of IAD airport)
Hotel: 	
 Ridge Inn 
	
 Rooms (up to triple occupancy) are 90 US$ per night
	
 Breakfast and Lunch 20 US$ per day
Contact:	
 Gary Horne at datafarming@verizon.net if you are interested.
Proposed data farming work teams include:
	
 	
 Cyber Defense and other cyber issues 
	
 	
 Operational Defense Planning
	
 	






 Data Farming for a Better Tomorrow
	
 	
 Application of Network Analysis Techniques to Data Farming
No fee for Workshop! (per NATO Guidelines)
Tentative Agenda 
Sunday (October 26): Opening Dinner at Mar-Lu Ridge
Monday (October 27): Opening team briefs and other plenary briefings
Tuesday - Thursday (October 28-30): Work in teams 






 Earth & Space Science Lab Visit and Planetarium Show
Friday (October 31): Out-briefs and Closing Ceremony in the morning. 
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26 to 31 October 2014
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